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Let Go
Frou Frou

Song: Let Go
Artist: Frou Frou
Album: Garden State Soundtrack
Tabbed by Jaiber

Here are the chords I m using:

Dm: x00231
F: x33211
Gm: 355333
Bb: x13331
C: x32010
Am: 002210

[Intro]

Dm
(occasionally hit x00235 and/or x00230 if you want to)

[Verse 1]
F
Drink up baby down 
            Dm
mmm are you in or are you out? 
F
Leave your things behind 
                Dm
 Cause it s all going off without you 
  Gm
Excuse me
    Am   Bb           C
too busy writing your tragedy 
      Gm
These mishaps, 
    Am
you bubble-wrap 
     Bb             C
When you ve no idea what you re like... 

[Chorus]
    Dm             Am       Bb
So, let go, so let go, Jump in 
           F             Dm             
Oh well, whatcha waiting for? 
        Am      
It s alright 
               Bb       C



 Cause there s beauty in the breakdown 
    Dm               Am           Bb
So, let go, yeah let go, Just get in 
         F               Dm
Oh, it s so amazing here 
        Am      
It s alright 
               Bb       C
 Cause there s beauty in the breakdown 

[Instrumental]
C

[Verse 2]
   F
It gains the more it gives
       Dm
And it rises with the fall
   F
So hand me that remote
                   Dm
Can t you see that all that stuff s a sideshow? 
     Gm        Am
Such boundless pleasure
        Bb        C   
We ve no time for later now
    Gm               Am
You can t await your own arrival
       Bb               C
You ve twenty seconds to comply

[Chorus]
    Dm             Am       Bb
So, let go, so let go, Jump in 
           F             Dm             
Oh well, whatcha waiting for? 
        Am      
It s alright 
               Bb       C
 Cause there s beauty in the breakdown 
    Dm               Am           Bb
So, let go, yeah let go, Just get in 
         F               Dm
Oh, it s so amazing here 
        Am      
It s alright 
               Bb       C
 Cause there s beauty in the breakdown 

[Bridge]
Dm
Hey, yah hey, yah hey, ay
Dm



Hey, yah hey, yah hey, mm may-yeaheyay...
Gm       Am       Bb   C
Hey, yah hey, yah hey, ay
Gm       Am       Bb   C   
Hey, yah hey, yah hey, mm may-yeaheyay

[Chorus]
Dm        Am       Bb
  So, let go, Jump in 
         F               Dm             
Oh well, whatcha waiting for? 
        Am      
It s alright 
               Bb       C
 Cause there s beauty in the breakdown 
    Dm               Am           Bb
So, let go, yeah let go, Just get in 
         F               Dm
Oh, it s so amazing here 
        Am      
It s alright 
               Bb       C
 Cause there s beauty in the breakdown 

Repeat chorus progression until end of song, ending on a Dm again.


